
Databases for GISClaudia Bauzer Medeiroscmbm@dcc.unicamp.brDCC - IMECC - UNICAMP13081-970 Campinas SP Brazil Fatima Piresfpires@dcc.unicamp.brDCC - IMECC - UNICAMP13081-970 Campinas SP Brazil1 IntroductionThe problems of discussing Geographic InformationSystems { gis, for short { begin with de�ning this term.There are countless de�nitions for gis, each based onthe type of user and application domain [43]. The moregeneral de�nition [24] would be \a digital informationsystem whose records are somehow geographically ref-erenced". For more precise de�nitions, one may empha-size their functional capabilities (e.g., that gis captureand process spatial data) or the applications supported(linking the de�nition to the type of problem solved).Others stress the fact that gis are ultimately tools tobe used for decision support. Last but not least, a gis isdatabase-dependent (\a database system that supportsmanagement of spatial data").Depending on the de�nition, di�erent issues are con-sidered. This paper analyses database support for gisand takes into account the following properties: gisperform data management and retrieval operations forgeoreferenced data; such data is time and space spe-ci�c; the data that must be integrated into gis comes indistinct formats, from di�erent sources and geographiclocations, and is captured by various types of devices;it occupies considerable amounts of space and requiresspecialized analysis and output formatting operations,not available in commercial database systems.The term georeferenced refers to data about geo-graphic phenomena associated with its location, spa-tially referenced to the Earth [11]. Georeferenced enti-ties are characterized by their speci�c properties (suchas density) and their spatial relationships with otherentities (e.g., distance). Given the nature of georefer-enced data, present dbms facilities need to be extendedto provide adequate support to gis applications.Literature on gis is mostly of two kinds: researchperformed by computer scientists, and research con-ducted by end-users (e.g., cartographers, geographersor social scientists). The sections that follow discuss

some of the issues considered by these researchers.In the database community, gis are primarily as-sociated with spatial databases, and therefore a largeamount of the research e�ort in databases for gis isrelated to spatial structures and access methods (seesection 7). Research has also considered data mod-elling [69, 25, 56], query language constructs and opti-mization (see sections 5 and 6), temporal data support[64, 38, 54], and experimenting with existing dbms tomanage georeferenced data (section 8). Database spe-cialists often ignore many concerns that underly end-users' applications, such as data accuracy evaluation,feature generalization, fuzziness of geometric bound-aries or need for versatile data analysis tools.End-users are concerned with gis functional issuesThere has been intensive work on data collection pro-cedures and error elimination (see section 2); represen-tation of geographic reality (section 3); operators andfunctions for data analysis and result interpretation(section 4); and output formatting (section 5). Usersassume a database to be a fundamental part of gis, butthe de�nition of what is a \database system" is veryfuzzy. The term is applied to a variety of notions, froma set of unrelated at �les which are accessed by a geo-referenced data handler to a real dbms which supportsan extended query language and has a (cartographic)interactive interface.2 GIS applications and datagis applications involve several domains of knowledge.Examples are [5]: urban planning, route optimiza-tion, public utility network management, demography,cartography, agriculture, natural resources administra-tion, coastal monitoring, �re and epidemics control.Each type of application deals with di�erent features,scales and spatio-temporal properties.[43] distinguishes three main categories of gis appli-1



cations: socioeconomic applications (covering assemblyand analysis of spatial data about the land, the peopleand infrastructure); environmental applications; andmanagement issues for the other two types of appli-cations. Another canonical division (usually assumedby gis vendors) is based on the geographic scale withwhich the application is concerned. am/fm(automatedmapping/facilities management, where cadastral ap-plications play a major role) considers data on largerscales that range roughly from 1:500 to 1:20.000. Envi-ronmental applications are those where scales are muchsmaller (e.g., down to 1:5.000.000). These taxonomiesare not absolute, since environmental planners may alsouse cadastral data, and facility management may re-quire environmental studies.Geographic data has four main characteristics [5]: itsgeographic position (coordinates); its attributes (datavalues); its topological relationships; and its time com-ponents. Once stored into a gis, this data can be clas-si�ed into three main categories [48]:� conventional data { traditional alphanumeric at-tributes, handled by conventional dbms;� spatial data { attributes that describe the geome-try and location of geographic phenomena. Spatialdata has geometrical (e.g., size) and topological(e.g., connectivity) properties.� pictorial data { attributes that store images (e.g.,photos) and are managed by image processingfunctions.The questions to be asked from a gis are:� What kind of data is this?� Where does data refer to?� When does data refer to?� How accurate is it?� Who is posing the questions?The �rst three questions reect the spatio-temporal na-ture of georeferenced data. The fourth question per-meates all work on data capture, editing and trans-fer, and reects the fact that storing data about ge-ographic phenomena for computer processing usuallyrequires discretization of nature, which introduces er-rors. Finally, the last question refers to the fact thatgis are ultimately planning tools for decision support.Thus, di�erent users may pose the same question butwill want to be shown answers tailored to their level ofneed.

3 Data ModelsTraditional data modelling techniques are not adequatefor dealing with geographic information. Di�cultiesarise from the fact that most geographic data must beconsidered with respect to the location where it is valid,the time of the observation and its accuracy.The modelling of georeferenced data by end-users isassociated with di�erent perceptions of the world: the�eld model and the object model [23, 24]. These modelsare mapped into di�erent structures: tesseral and vec-tor. Discussions on the appropriateness of using one orthe other generated the so-called \raster-vector debate"[15].The �eld view sees the world as a continuous sur-face (layer) over which features vary in a continuousdistribution (e.g., atmospheric pressure). Each layercorresponds to a di�erent theme (vegetation, soil). En-tities are created in the modelling process and do notexist independently. Rather, they are used to partitionthe �eld in areas (e.g., by soil type). Emphasis is oncontents of these areas, rather than their boundaries.The object view treats the world as a surface litteredwith recognizable objects, which exist independent ofany de�nition (e.g., a given river). In this model, twoobjects can occupy the same place (e.g., a beach onthe river bank). Database entities correspond to theserecognizable objects.Field data is processed in tesseral format (spatial ob-jects described as polygonal units of space { cells { ina matrix). Each cell contains one thematic value (i.e.,there cannot be two types of soil for a given cell). Cellsmay have di�erent shapes; square cells are called pixels.The raster format (which is often used as the genericname for tesseral data) is just one special type of tes-selation with rectangular grid format, organized in linescan order. In this case, coordinates are not stored, butrather derived by the position of the cells in the scanorder.Object data is processed as points, lines and poly-gons (the vector format model), using lists of coordi-nate pairs. Boundaries of regions are stored precisely,and several attributes can be associated to a single ele-ment. Networks are a special case of vector data, whereelements are sets of links and nodes. They are usedfor facility management and network analysis (e.g., intransportation or hidrology). This type of format isusually more adequate for representing man-made ar-tifacts (e.g., bridges) and in am/fm, whereas the �eldmodel is adopted mostly in environmental applications.



4 Spatial Operators and Rela-tionshipsLittle has been done to identify and formalize gis keyfunctional requirements, in terms of basic spatial opera-tors and supported relationships. A considerable e�orthas been undertaken to process and store georeferenceddata. However, available systems lack sophisticatedanalysis facilities [21]. The problem is largely due tothe wide spectrum of application domains and varietyof users, who have di�erent types of expectations andviews of the basic facilities gis should provide [43]: thecartography view expects services in terms of map pro-cessing and display systems; the database view stressesthe need for database support, but does not count onsophisticated data analysis functions; the latter are thefocus of the spatial analysis view.Spatial relationships (e.g., distance, adjacency, con-tainment) and operators depend on factors such asscale, time, point of view and preciseness of their spec-i�cation (e.g., [51, 34]). [57] contains one of the �rstcomprehensive attempts to try to formalize gis func-tional requirements, expressed in a temporal logic lan-guage. As pointed out in this study, in the absence ofuni�ed theories of time, space and accuracy, distinctgis adopt di�erent procedures to reason about thesefactors. Thus, it is impossible to establish a �xed, stan-dard, set of rules or procedures to deal with them.The absence of a basic set of primitive spatial op-erators and relationships is reected by the diversityof gis query language constructs. The de�nition ofsuch a set is one of the open issues for the end-users'community: each type of application requires di�erentfunctions. However, all such functions can be broadlyclassi�ed into [42]:a) capture, transfer, validation and editing { this isthe most expensive part of gis creation. The systemmust take into account errors that occur in data cap-ture and transformation, and provide users with meansof determining the accuracy of answers.b) store and structure { these determine (and aredependent on) the type of operations that are to belater allowed. The raster-vector debate is intimatelyconnected with the choice of these functions [15].c) restructure, generalize and transform { these allowthe modi�cation of stored data, either by conversion ofdata formats, or by scale changing, rotation, transla-tion and aggregation.d) query and analysis { spatial queries ultimatelyinvolve some data analysis function. Problems rangefrom selection of georeferenced entities to their display.

Even when relationships and operators are preciselyde�ned, their implementation is problematic. Mostsuch functions are computed at query processing time,and involve going through large data sets, where datahas di�erent scales and sometimes fuzzy boundaries.In some cases, the use of spatial indices is possible (seesection 7). In other cases, it is claimed that object-oriented systems can help, since composition may allowimplicit indication of some relationships (e.g., contain-ment).5 Interfacesgis interfaces usually support two types of interactionmechanisms, discussed in this section:� textual query languages� interactive manipulation of geographic elementsTwo issues must be considered: the adequacy ofthese mechanisms for spatio-temporal querying, andthe actual output provided.The initial cost of input processing is commonly 5to 10 times the cost of gis hardware and software [5].During data input, the spatial and non-spatial com-ponents of georeferenced entities must be entered andcorrectly linked. Many of the most di�cult issues con-fronting gis applications, and especially those basedon map data, arise from data preparation steps { e.g.,problems associated with map interpretation, coordi-nate system incompatibilities or image analysis [43].Output processing involves sophisticated display pro-cedures and requires knowledge of computer graphicsand image processing. One important output require-ment that has not yet been satisfactorily handled is toallow tailoring visualizations of the same data so thatusers can switch between several data displays of thesame georeferenced entities.5.1 Textual queries: extended SQLDi�erent extensions have been proposed to sql totransform it into a spatial language. The unsuitabil-ity of this approach is discussed in [18]. The followingshortcomings are pointed out:� di�culties of incorporating spatial concepts ofgraphical speci�cation and display into an sql (attable) framework;



� the lack of power of the relational model to sup-port qualitative answers, knowledge and metadataqueries.[18] points out that any spatial sql extension is a shortterm solution for an interactive gis query language. Itis claimed that the extensions to sql fail to provide areal gis query language, and that they transfer to theprogrammer the burden of simulating spatial concepts.Nevertheless, a considerable amount of e�ort hasbeen directed towards overcoming these problems, withdi�erent extensions for relational systems. Proposedenhancements include the introducing of new spatialdata types, functions, statements and graphical capa-bilities to represent spatial data. There is little concernwith the output format, and most systems provide onlydefault display screens.Examples are the picture querying language of [59];the SAND system [3], which extends a relational dbmswith spatial operations, keeping spatial data apart fromtextual data; the extended sql of [41] which acceptsgeometric operators and where cursors can be de�nedto select geographic entities; and the work of [48].5.2 Other textual query mechanismsVarious other (textual) query mechanisms are de-scribed in gis literature. In [70] the query languageQPF is discussed. This language is used in a vector-based gis which incorporates the AI notion of framesto help users pose their queries. A query may be formu-lated using forms (visualization of frames) or by click-ing menus. [61] extend the O2 object-oriented languagewith geometric and topological operators for a vectormodel, in cartographic applications. [40] uses a setof knowledge-based tools to perform queries for regionclassi�cation.5.3 Visual languagesA query language is said to be visual whenever the se-mantics of the query is expressed by a drawing. Most ofthese languages are based on graph visualization, oftenincorporating hypermedia facilities (e.g., [14]). Untilnow, visual languages and hypermedia concepts havenot been much considered in the �eld of geographic in-formation management and processing [10].A visual gis query language must allow selection ofobjects based upon their spatial location, and supportreference to objects in a drawing, letting users directlymanipulate representations of geographic phenomena.

Some systems already allow users to specify fuzzy spa-tial concepts (e.g., nearness) through drawings, but vi-sual querying facilities are still limited.One important issue in gis not yet supported bythese languages is that qualitative analysis in planningis often based on visually comparing intermediate queryresults. Thus, visual queries must provide means for al-lowing users to directly manipulate alternatives, plac-ing results in their proper graphical context. A goodexample of this last point is given in [19]: when theanswer to a graphical query is a given city, it is uselessto present a point in the screen, labelled by the city'sname. Rather, the output must provide enough con-textual (spatial) information so the user can e�ectivelyunderstand the answer.5.4 Image databasesMany gis applications require retrieval of images. Usu-ally, images are preprocessed by the user according tosome value partitioning scheme (e.g., using pixel classi-�cation strategies). Afterwards, queries retrieve imagesbased on the classi�cation result. In most gis, imagesare treated as long (text) �elds, and thus there is nopossibility for content-based image retrieval (such as,for instance, described in [32]).As stressed by [55], image databases must associatesome sort of structure to images in order to allow con-tent queries. Query results depend not only on thematching of image structure and query content but alsoon the accuracy of the image stored (due to the errorsduring the image entering and analysis process).The spatial nature of image data is another issue thatmust be considered in queries on image databases. [29]discusses how to structure images for spatial queryingpurposes. As pointed out, most image databases can-not handle queries by image content, especially if ac-companied by some spatial predicate (e.g., �nding ariver that has a 90' bend). Advantages and drawbacksof distinct approaches for querying images are discussedin [50].6 Query optimizationAs mentioned in [26], standard query optimizationtechniques are not always suited to scienti�c databases.It is remarked that many operations (e.g., those involv-ing matrix transformations) are not easy to integrateinto standard query processing systems, and suggestedthat in some cases optimization may be achieved by



embedding part of this processing into the storage man-agement subsystem.Some of the problems are due to the amount, com-plexity and variety of data available. Other problemsdeal with the fact that strategies for accessing data on(approximate) spatial predicates are not the same as forother types of predicates. Furthermore, di�erent usersmay want to analyze and cluster the same data in dis-tinct ways, which complicates data placement strate-gies. Several of these optimization concerns are similarto those of optimizing object-oriented query languages[13, 9].Spatial optimization proposals di�er in capabilitiesand degrees of freedom they provide the optimizer, asa result of the manner in which spatial and non-spatialdata is integrated [4]. Spatial query optimization usu-ally involves two steps: �lter and re�nement [49, 37].In the �rst step, a spatial index is used to select en-tities that may satisfy the query, and discard all oth-ers. The performance of this step depends on the spa-tial distribution of entities, as well as on the space de-composition strategy employed to build the index. Inthe re�nement step, the query processor goes throughthe remaining candidates to select the desired result.The performance of this re�nement step depends onthe number of re�ned objects and their complexity.[48] adopt the strategy of dividing the query intoits spatial and non-spatial components, which are op-timized and processed separately, and their results areafterwards composed. A similar policy is discussed in[4].Related work concerns how to improve the e�ciencyof spatial operations through the use of computationalgeometry algorithms (e.g., [35]). As well, these opera-tions can be speeded up by appropriate access methods(see next section).7 Data Storage and Spatial Ac-cess MethodsThere exists a great amount of literature on spatial datastructures and access methods (e.g., [60]). According to[27], there is no consensus on which are the appropriatemethods to implement into a dbms, since there are fewreports on performance of these methods.To build an index, spatial entities are mapped intopoints in a k-dimensional space or circumscribed bycontainers (buckets, or rectangular boxes). These newentities (points or containers) are next placed in anindex structure (e.g., trees, hash). The approaches to

decompose space for indexing can be classi�ed into [33]:� bucketing data using the concept of minimumbounding rectangle, grouping nearby objects in hi-erarchies;� dividing space into disjoint cells, which aremapped into buckets.Reports on spatial index performance for gis are usu-ally related to restricted types of queries. Examplesof comparative studies are [17] for di�erent types ofR-trees; [37], discussing query processing under sev-eral �lter techniques; [33], for queries on line segmentdatabases; and [58], where spatial join indices are con-sidered to optimize spatial join operations on grid �les.[17] di�ers from other studies in that the analysis con-siders that queries are interspersed with insertions anddeletions to the spatial �les. A benchmark for spatialqueries was proposed in [65]. [36] analyze the inuenceof the container (box) shape to speed up the �lteringstage.8 Architectural AspectsThe rapid growth in gis has resulted in a large numberof systems, each of which with its own data handlingand storage characteristics. Most gis are still based onimage and spatial data handlers coupled to a �le man-ager, without any database facility. Data is partitionedaccording to the procedures that will be applied, andqueries consist of sequences of procedures executed onthese partitions.The coupling of dbms to gis data processing require-ments has been done according to three architectures:� proprietary systems { a special-purpose databaseis tightly coupled with spatial data processingmodules. Users cannot access the database di-rectly and data cannot be migrated to other dbms;� layered systems { a standard dbms is used as a ba-sis for spatial data access functions. Users can ac-cess the database directly, and data can be portedinto other systems. Most special purpose features(e.g., geometric and image processing modules) areimplemented by external packages.� extensible systems { these use the facilities pro-vided by extensible relational or object-orienteddbms embedding the spatial dimension in the sys-tem. The formulation of spatial queries is directlysupported in the extensible query language.



Most of the above are implemented using relational sys-tems. Recently, there have been some prototypes de-veloped on top of object-oriented systems, but there isa lack of experimentation using real data. Examplesof these architectures for di�erent types of underlyingdbms are:� relational. Data is usually in vector format. Stor-age management is often handled by two systems:the relational DBMS supports alphanumeric data,and another system processes spatial data [8]. Oneexample is the ARC-INFO [46] commercial system,which combines thematic layers with the vectormodel.� extensible relational { these rely on facilities pro-vided by extensible relational models. Examples ofthe use of this approach are [30], who describe themodelling and implementation of gis using Star-burst; [67], who add R-tree and graphical displaymodules on top of POSTGRES; and [1]'s spatialdatabase toolkit. The TIGRIS system [31], thoughclaiming to be object-oriented, is in fact a modi�edrelational system with handles.� object-oriented { based on variations of the object-oriented paradigm, either using an object-orienteddatabase or an object-oriented programming envi-ronment. Examples are the implementationof geo-graphic relationships on the Zenith object manager[34]; the GODOT geo-object management systemfor vectorial data using ObjectStore [28]; the useof the O2 object-oriented system for cartographicapplications [61] and environmental control [52];and the comparative study reported on [45] usingONTOS.� rule-based { these systems are designed with spe-ci�c applications in mind, and usually result fromcoupling an expert system to a relational dbms.Rules help users in their queries, by performing in-ferences on stored data. Most rule systems deal ex-clusively with alphanumeric data (e.g., [63]). Somesupport processing fuzzy queries on spatial rela-tionships (e.g. [66, 40, 68]).9 Other IssuesThis paper discussed some of the issues that arise whendealing with database support for gis, given the dif-ferent points of view of end-users and database re-searchers.

There are many other (open) issues in database sup-port for gis applications. The �rst issue to consideris that di�erent families of applications demand dis-tinct types of database support: speci�c data models,analysis functions, storage and indexing schemes, spe-cial query languages and application-tailored I/O facil-ities. Thus, it seems unlikely that a general-purposeall-encompassing database for gis will ever exist.Second, one must keep in mind that many of theseopen problems are due to the nature of georeferenceddata itself. Some of these problems are common tomany other scienti�c database applications { e.g., thefact that there are large amounts of complex data, andthat data varies with time. Other problems originatefrom the spatial dimension (which introduces for in-stance the issues of spatial integrity constraints andspatial query processing), errors in data collection andintegration (see section 2), and output processing (e.g.,di�erent contexts and scales).Third, some issues have been subject to databaseresearch, independent of gis demands (e.g, active ortemporal systems) and others are related to users' stillincomplete understanding of their requirements (e.g.,the formalization of spatial relationships).Many other areas of database research, not men-tioned in this paper, will contribute directly to the im-provement of gis. Among them can be cited: spatio-temporal management systems (e.g., [38, 64, 7, 39, 54]),data mining for determining correlation among storeddata (e.g., [2]), active systems for decision supportin planning applications [68, 71, 53], version control[8, 47, 44] long transaction management and recovery[6] and management of heterogeneous and distributeddatabases to integrate gis data [20, 12, 22, 62, 16].AcknowledgementsThis research was partly �nanced by CNPq andFAPESP. The authors thank Gilberto Câmara for dis-cussions on practical implementation problems.References[1] D. Abel. SIRO-DBMS: a Database Toolkitfor Geographical Information Systems. Interna-tional Journal of Geographical Information Sys-tems, 3(2):103{116, 1989.[2] R. Agrawal, T. Imielinski, and A. Swami. MiningAssociation Rules between Sets of Items in Large
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